Dock & Lock Gates

Our unique capability is your solution

Dock & Lock Gates
Renowned the world over for the design of gates for dry docks, locks and impounded basins, Royal HaskoningDHV is proud
to be the industry leader. We have designed more than 150 gates over a period of almost 60 years in six continents and
have been responsible for the development of the world's largest and most innovative dock and lock gates.
Our gate designs focus on low capital cost, ease of installation and efficient operation and maintenance.
Every design takes full account of the unique characteristics and constraints of each gate. Our proven track record covers the
full spectrum of gate sizes and operational features for both new and replacement gates.
We strive to optimize both the structural design and operational performance of any dock gate through a combination
of the latest finite element analysis programmes, our specially written in-house software and an extensive depth of
experience.

Dry Dock Entrance Gates
■
■
■

Lock Gates

Flap Gates: ‘Box’, Cantilever, Propped
Caisson Gates: Spanning, Gravity
Mitre Gates

Dry Dock Intermediate Gates
■
■
■

Inverted “Y”
Lambda
Stop Log

■
■
■

Ship Lock: Sliding, Rolling, Mitre
Marina Lock: Mitre, Double Sector, Single Sector, Delta,
Canal Locks: Lifting, Mitre

Water Control Gates
■
■
■

Penstocks
Radial
Flood Control

Breadth of Experience
We have unrivalled experience in the design of dock and lock gates. Every gate has a unique set of parameters and
challenges, and there is a considerable variation in size and function, as shown below.
Entrance Width
Retained Height of Water
Weight & Floating
Displacement
Tidal Ranges
Speed of Operation
Location (examples)
Additional & Unique
Parameters

10m to in excess of 130m
<1.0m to in excess of 16m
20 tonnes to in excess of 5,000 tonnes
zero to greater than 10m
5 minutes to 2 hours
Brazil – Canada – UK – Dubai – India – Singapore – New Zealand
Earthquake resistance, vessel impact, heavy vehicle loading,
reverse head hydrostatic loading, fully maintainable in situ,
Classified, reduce siltation risk, etc.

Our expertise encompasses the full range of services for existing gates, including condition surveys with
recommendations and design for repairs incorporating state-of-the-art improvements to operating and
sealing systems.
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Entrance Flap Gates
Royal HaskoningDHV are undisputed world leaders in the design of entrance flap gates, continually breaking our own
world records. We have a long standing relationship with many of the world's major shipyards who value our unceasing
commitment to quality and innovation, pushing the boundaries of what we previously thought impossible to meet the
needs of our clients.

Example – Jurong Tuas View Shipyard, Singapore
Royal HaskoningDHV has a long and successful relationship with Jurong Shipyard Ltd, which is testament to the quality and
innovation we provide. The latest dock gate we have designed at the Tuas View Shipyard is the largest spanning flap gate
in the world, spanning a dock entrance of 110m width. To ensure the efficiency of the shipyard is maximised, this 110m dock
gate can be fully opened or closed using a wire rope and winch system in less than 10 minutes.
Entrance Width
Retained Height of Water
Weight
Tidal Range
Speed of Operation
Location
Unique Parameter

110m
14.0m
2800 tonnes
3.5m
<10 minutes
Singapore
Longest spanning flap gate in the world
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Entrance Caisson Gates
Caisson style dock gates are often used in naval dock facilities, shipbuilding docks, repair docks and in situations where a
reverse hydrostatic head is needed to be supported with water being retained within a dock or basin. There are many styles
of floating and sliding caisson gates and we have developed many design efficiencies to reduce structural weight and to
benefit the speed and ease of operation. Our knowledge and experience allows us to push the limits of design and develop
innovative solutions.
One unique design we have developed is for dock gates especially suited to dry docks with very large entrances. Our design,
which has now been used in several shipbuilding docks in Korea, Brazil and China, is independent of the entrance width of
the dock.
We continue to improve the operation and maintenance of dock gates to increase efficiency and decrease downtime. An
example of this is the development of a unique inverted T gravity caisson gate design which is a remarkable example of this
dedication to innovation. This gravity stabilised design ensures it is suitable for very wide dock entrances and it is also ideal
for shipyards with only one dock; the gate can be fully maintained while in service with no disruption to the dock operations
during maintenance periods.
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Example – Rio Grande, Brazil
The new floating gravity caisson gate for the Rio Grande dry dock is a
very large gate which required numerous innovative design solutions.
The gate is symmetrical and fully reversible so it can be floated out,
turned around, and then brought back the opposite way round,
enabling the other side to be maintained or repaired whist it remains
in operation, including the seals. The shipyard site is relatively
remote so shipping the gate to another dry dock for repairs would
be expensive and time consuming. Also, due to the size of the gate, it
was delivered to site in five pieces and then assembled on site at the
shipyard.
Entrance Width
Retained Height of Water
Weight
Tidal Range
Speed of Operation
Location
Unique Parameter

130m
15.3m
>5000 tonnes displacement
2.5m
2 hours
Brazil
Delivered to site in five pieces due to
size and fully maintainable with no
dock downtime required
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Intermediate Gates
Intermediate gates are used in large dry docks to subdivide
the dock into two separate operational areas. Generally an
intermediate gate comprises either inverted ‘Y’ or Lambda,
‘λ’ shaped modular steel units or spanning stop-log units
which are erected ‘in the dry’ at fixed locations on the dock
floor.

Example – Sattahip, Thailand.

By subdividing the dock, this allows the seaward end of the
dock to be flooded, while the section at the head wall end
remains dry. This provides operational flexibility for modern
shipbuilding docks where more than one vessel at different
stages of completion is being constructed within the same
dock.

Entrance Width
Retained Height of Water
Weight
Tidal Range
Speed of Operation
Location
Unique Parameter
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This intermediate gate is formed of 12 spanning modules,
averaging 35 tonnes each. This gate can be positioned
in any one of four locations to suit the vessel docking
requirements, including outside the entrance gate to enable
this to be maintained in the dry.
40m
18m
420 tonnes
4m
12 hours
Thailand
40 metre spanning
stop logs

Example – Batamec, Indonesia
Formed of two modules, this gate forms the entrance to a
slipway and has an innovative sealing arrangement
Entrance Width
Retained Height of Water
Weight
Tidal Range
Speed of Operation
Location
Unique Parameter

33m
5.0m
<20 tonnes per module
3.5 m
<1 hour
Indonesia
Innovative seal which
also acts as the bearing,
transferring hydrostatic
loads into slipway floor
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Sector Gates
Sector gates are an innovative design solution usually installed in yacht locks often at an entrance to a marina. They can be
installed in pairs or as a single gate and are actuated by hydraulic rams which rotate them on a vertical axis. Their two main
advantages are that they can be operated when there is a water head differential across the gate. This enables them to be
used for sluicing. They can resist a hydrostatic head on either side allowing them to perform in flood protection systems
against high tides and storm surges.

Example – Sentosa Cove, Singapore
Sentosa Cove residential and leisure yachting facility in Singapore required very fast and semi-automated lock operation.
This was achieved with the design of paired sector gates with intelligent sluicing and sluicing troughs.
We reduced the capital and operational costs of the gates by integrating the vehicle bridges with the lock gate structures,
removing the need for additional operating equipment and processes.
Operation of the gates is extremely versatile. This lock is the first of its kind to be opened by remote control from the private
vessels.
Entrance Width
Retained Height of Water
Weight
Tidal Range
Speed of Operation
Location
Unique Parameter

7m
6.5m
50 tonnes (per 4 gate leaves)
3.5m
<60 seconds
Singapore
Very quick lock flooding times (maximum 2.5 minutes)
and remote operation
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Mitre Gates
Mitre gates are one of the oldest types of gate, often used as lock gates or as impounding gates in ports and dock entrance
gates. Historically they have been constructed in timber, although larger modern examples are fabricated in steel. They are
a particularly economic form of gate design, and are arranged in pairs with hinges on a vertical axis.

Example – Mast Pond, Portsmouth Naval Base - UK
The Mast Pond was excavated in 1665 and was originally used to store masts awaiting repair but is now home to a flotilla of
restored vessels.
The Mast Pond is accessed from Portsmouth Harbour via a tunnel under a road and building. Two sets of gates were
designed to be installed within the tunnel: one set of gates is to impound the mast pond, the other set of gates is to prevent
against flooding.
Entrance Width
Retained Height of Water
Weight
Tidal Range
Speed of Operation
Location
Unique Parameter

7m
5m
7 tonnes
4m
5 minutes
UK
Installed beneath a bridge
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Operating Systems
Each gate design requires a unique operating system to
enable it to open and close.
We optimise the operational design with the following
criteria always being considered:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Efficiency
Safety
Reliability
Speed of use
Ease of use
Ease of maintenance

We will work with you to understand your particular
requirements and design the gate and operating system
that meets those needs.
Typical gate operating systems include:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Steering arms
Skid systems
Floating and ballasting systems
Winches, wire ropes or chains
Compressed air
Hydraulic cylinders
Lifted in by crane
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Installation and Commissioning
Whilst considering the day-to-day operations, the first
installation of a gate into a dock or lock entrance will be a
critical phase of any project.
Every installation is unique and we take meticulous care
in planning and designing this process. Whether a gate is
built on site or delivered from elsewhere, be it floated, lifted,
transported or stepped into position you can be sure that
Royal HaskoningDHV have encountered similar situations
before and are able to offer advice on the best method. We
can also be on site to provide assistance with these critical
manoeuvres to provide confidence that the gate will fit and
seal correctly. We will also assist with gate testing and its
crucial first operation.
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Seismic Design
Royal HaskoningDHV has designed many gates in regions of
the world that are susceptible to significant seismic activity.
We have a highly experienced team of seismic specialists
who work with our gate designers to establish a detailed
understanding of how a gate behaves and ultimately
performs during a given seismic event.
An earthquake is always a random and destructive event,
however our knowledge and experience allows us to
conceive designs which reduce damage and ultimately save
lives.
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Example – Ras Laffan, Qatar
Two flap gates of different sizes for this state-of-the-art new
shipyard built in a seismic region of the Gulf.
Entrance Width
Retained Height of Water
Weight
Tidal Range
Speed of Operation
Location
Unique Parameter

60m & 80m
12m & 14m
1200 tonnes & 1625 tonnes
2.5m
<10 minutes
Qatar
Earthquake resistant for a
1-in-475 year seismic event

Hinges
Many types of gates use hinges, be they flap gates, mitre gates or sector gates. A hinge is a highly critical part of the gate
and the selection of materials, the methods of installation and detailed positioning as well as the susceptibility to wear
needs to be considered.
Replacing a hinge is a costly and time consuming task. We therefore design hinges using proven and well established
methods to ensure they perform well and achieve their intended design life.

Seals
An effective sealing system design will keep leakage into a dock or lock to a very minimum, whilst being robust and durable
to reduce future maintenance requirements. This will result in significant time and cost savings.
Each gate type has a different sealing arrangement and we are able to specify the optimum and most suitable seal for
each situation. We have an excellent working knowledge of different types of gate seals and how they perform in different
environments. We work closely with manufacturers including, carrying out physical testing to assist us in selecting the
most suitable product for each gate design.
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Memberships

With its headquarters in Amersfoort, the Netherlands,
Royal HaskoningDHV is an independent, international
project management, engineering and consultancy service
provider. Ranking globally in the top 10 of independently
owned, non-listed companies and top 40 overall, the
company’s 7,000 staff provide services across the world
from more than 100 offices in over 35 countries.

Royal HaskoningDHV is a member of the recognised
engineering and environmental bodies in those
countries where it has a permanent office base. All Royal
HaskoningDHV consultants, engineers, architects, planners,
environmental and other specialists are members of their
individual branch organisations in their various countries.

Our connections

Royal HaskoningDHV is committed to Quality, Health,
Safety and Environmental (QHSE) Management and this
lies at the heart of the management of all projects.

Innovation is a collaborative process, which is why Royal
HaskoningDHV works in association with clients, project
partners, universities, government agencies, NGOs and
many other organisations to develop and introduce new
ways of living and working to enhance society together,
now and in the future.

Company QHSE Management

The Company’s H&S system complies with the requirement
of The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and is certified
by Lloyds Register under Certificate Number RQA664199.
The company’s QMS complies with the requirements of
BS/NEN-EN-ISO 9001:2000 and is certified by Lloyds
Register Quality Assurance. The Approval Certification
Number is 655229.

Stuart White
M: +44 (0) 78 67 90 49 81
E: stuart.white@rhdhv.com

Richard Bowman
T: +44 (0) 14 44 45 85 51
E: richard.bowman@rhdhv.com

royalhaskoningdhv.com

The QMS also includes an Environmental Management
System (EMS) which complies with the requirements of
BS/NEN-EN-ISO 14001:2004 and for which registration
is being rolled out across the company. The Approval
Certification Number is 663206 for the Netherlands and
662753 for the UK.

00380-br-mac-mo-rhdhv-0115-gb-v01-cwa
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